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A B S T R A C T
Multi-Delay single-shot arterial spin labeling (ASL) imaging provides accurate cerebral
blood flow (CBF) and, in addition, arterial transit time (ATT) maps but the inherent low
SNR can be challenging. Especially standard fitting using non-linear least squares of-
ten fails in regions with poor SNR, resulting in noisy estimates of the quantitative maps.
State-of-the-art fitting techniques improve the SNR by incorporating prior knowledge in
the estimation process which typically leads to spatial blurring. To this end, we propose
a new estimation method with a joint spatial total generalized variation regularization on
CBF and ATT. This joint regularization approach utilizes shared spatial features across
maps to enhance sharpness and simultaneously improves noise suppression in the final
estimates. The proposed method is validated in three stages, first on synthetic phan-
tom data, including pathologies, followed by in vivo acquisitions of healthy volunteers,
and finally on patient data following an ischemic stroke. The quantitative estimates
are compared to two reference methods, non-linear least squares fitting and a state-
of-the-art ASL quantification algorithm based on Bayesian inference. The proposed
joint regularization approach outperforms the reference implementations, substantially
increasing the SNR in CBF and ATT while maintaining sharpness and quantitative ac-
curacy in the estimates.
c© 2020 Elsevier B. V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Arterial spin labeling (ASL) is a non-invasive MRI technique
for quantifying local tissue perfusion (Detre et al., 1992). The
method utilizes magnetically labeled blood water by inverting
the blood spins below the imaging region. After waiting a pe-
riod of time, called the post labeling delay (PLD) which ac-
counts for the time the magnetically labeled blood needs to flow
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into the region of interest, an image is acquired. This so called
label image is subtracted from a second image, the control im-
age, acquired without magnetization alterations of the inflow-
ing blood. From this difference image, also known as perfusion
weighted image (PWI), the cerebral blood flow (CBF) can be
quantified using a general kinetic model (Buxton et al., 1998).
The recommended clinical ASL protocol consists of single-
delay pseudo-continuous ASL (pCASL) (Dai et al., 2008; Telis-
chak et al., 2015) protocol combined with segmented 3D data
acquisitions such as gradient and spin echo (GRASE) (Feinberg
et al., 2009; Gu¨nther et al., 2005) or turbo spin echo (TSE) stack
of spirals (SoSP) (Ye et al., 2000; Vidorreta et al., 2013) readout
due to efficient background suppression (Maleki et al., 2012)
and SNR gains (Alsop et al., 2015) of these methods. The main
limitation of single-delay acquisition is that the CBF is under-
estimated in areas where the arterial transit time (ATT) of the
blood is higher than the selected PLD. The selection of the right
PLD is difficult, because the ATT varies between healthy sub-
jects and patients with vascular diseases, such as arteriosclero-
sis. A way to reduce this misquantification is by using a longer
PLD, ensuring that the blood has sufficient time to reach the
tissue. However, this leads to longer acquisitions and addi-
tionally to a lower SNR due to the T1-relaxation of the labeled
blood. Alternatively, multi-PLDs can be used to sample the in-
flowing blood at several time points, from a short PLD to long
PLD. By fitting the acquired signal to a kinetic model the po-
tential bias in CBF due to unknown ATT can be reduced, plus,
this approach provides another important parameter, the ATT,
which is helpful in characterization or detection of cerebrovas-
cular diseases (Alsop et al., 2015). However, the recommended
segmented acquisitions have the drawback of a low temporal
resolution with increased sensitivity to inter-segment motion.
Therefore, only a limited number of PLDs can be acquired in a
clinically acceptable time. Recently, accelerated single-shot 3D
acquisition strategies (Dimo et al., 2017; Boland et al., 2018;
Spann et al., 2019) were implemented to overcome this draw-
back, at the cost of reduced SNR. This makes the estimation
of reasonable quantitative ATT and CBF maps from this low
SNR perfusion weighted time series challenging. The standard
voxel-wise non-linear least squares (NLLS) fitting approach
leads to outliers in low-SNR voxels. To this end, a weighted
delay approach (Dai et al., 2012) was proposed to reduce out-
liers in the quantitative maps. Further improvements could be
achieved by inclusion of spatial priors on the CBF map (Groves
et al., 2009) in a Bayesian inference model (BASIL (Chappell
et al., 2010)). This stabilizes the fitting approach and reduces
noise, ultimately leading to improved CBF estimates but intro-
duces spatial blurring. Exploiting all available spatial informa-
tion by means of joining the individual regularization of each
unknown into a single, joint regularization functional can fur-
ther improve reconstruction quality. Such an approach has been
successfully applied in the context of relaxometry (Knoll et al.,
2017; Wang et al., 2018; Maier et al., 2019b). Joint regular-
ization utilizes information present in each map, such as tissue
boundaries, by means of advanced spatial regularization func-
tionals to avoid the loss of small features and promotes overall
sharper parameter maps. In this study, we propose a new non-
linear fitting algorithm with joint spatial constraints on the CBF
and ATT map to stabilize the estimation procedure and hence
enhance the image quality. To improve the motion robustness
of the 3D acquisition, we combine the proposed method with
a single shot CAIPIRINHA accelerated 3D GRASE readout.
The method is validated on synthetic phantom datasets includ-
ing simulated phatologies, on three healthy subjects as well as
on three stroke patients and compared to NLLSQ and BASIL.
2. Theory
2.1. Fixing notation
Throughout the course of this work we fix the following no-
tations. The image dimensions in 3D are denoted as Ni, N j, Nk,
defining the image space U = RNi×N j×Nk with x = (i, j, k) defin-
ing a point at location (i, j, k) ∈ N3. u ∈ UNu expresses the space
of unknown CBF- and ATT-maps with Nu = 2 in this case. The
measured data space is denoted as D = CNi×N j×Nk and consists
of Nd perfusion weighted images derived from Control/Label
(C/L)-pairs, measured at time t = (t1, t2, . . . , tNd ) ∈ RNd+ .
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2.2. Parameter fitting
From a statistical point of view the problem of identifying
the unknown parameters u = (u1, u2, . . . , uNu ) ∈ UNu given
a series of noisy measurements d = (d1, d2, . . . , dNd ) ∈ DNd
can be solved via maximum likelihood estimation. Assuming
the measurements at time tn are generated by some function
Aφ,tn : u 7→ dn with fixed parameters φ the likelihood func-
tion of measuring d is given by p(d|u, Aφ,tn ). The realization
of p depends on the noise distribution in the measurements
d. Under the assumption that additive independent and iden-
tically distributed zero-mean Gaussian noise with variance σ2
(AWGN) corrupts the measurements d, the multivariate likeli-
hood function turns into a product of single-variate functions. It
is common to minimize the negative logarithm of the likelihood
function, which is equivalent to maximizing the likelihood, as
it turns the product into a sum and improves the numerical sta-
bility. Omitting constant terms with respect to u yields
u∗ ∈ arg min
u∈UNu
1
2σ2
Nd∑
n=1
‖Aφ,tn (u) − dn‖22 (1)
which resembles the well known minimum least squares prob-
lem with ‖ · ‖2 being the standard L2 norm.
Typically, several measurements with varying sequence pa-
rameters are necessary to quantify tissue parameters. Especially
in cases with a non-linear relationship between acquired signal
and parameters, fitting is performed in an iterative fashion.
2.3. The ASL signal model
The quantification of CBF and ATT is based on the standard
model for pseudo-continuous ASL (pCASL) (Buxton et al.,
1998) which reads as
A(u)φ,tn =

0, tn < ∆
2M0α f T1app e
− ∆T1b
(
1 − e
−tn+∆
T1app
)
, ∆ ≤ tn < ∆ + τ
2M0α f T1app e
− ∆T1b −
tn−τ−∆
T1app
(
1 − e
−τ
T1app
)
, ∆ + τ ≤ tn
(2)
where u = ( f ,∆) and f amounts to CBF in ml/100g/min and
∆ to ATT in minutes. The a priori known parameters of equa-
tion 2 are combined into the variable φ = (M0α,T1,T1b, τ). It
is assumed that T1, the apparent longitudinal relaxation decay
constant of the tissue, amounts to 1.33/60 min at 3T. M0 is the
acquired proton density weighted image, and T1b the longitudi-
nal relaxation decay constant of blood, assumed to amount to
1.65/60 min at 3T (Lu et al., 2004). τ corresponds to the la-
beling duration, α is the labeling efficiency and set to 0.7 (Dai
et al., 2008) and tn is the acquisition time point, i.e. the sum
of post labeling delay and labeling duration, for the nth mea-
surement. Further, the blood-brain partition coefficient λ is
assumed to be 90 ml/g (Herscovitch and Raichle, 1985) thus
1/T1app ( f ) = 1/T1 + f /λ, and M0α = αM0/λ.
2.4. Regularization
As the acquired PWI images suffer from poor SNR the prob-
lem of quantifying CBF and ATT is typically ill-posed. A
method to incorporate a priori knowledge of the parameters u
into the maximum likelihood estimation problem 1 via Bayes’
theorem is known as maximum a posteriori estimation and leads
to
min
u
1
2
Nd∑
n=1
∥∥∥Aφ,tn (u) − dn∥∥∥22 + γR(u), (3)
with γ > 0 being used to balance between the data fidelity
term and the regularization R. R(u) includes known informa-
tion about u such as its statistical distribution or spatial fea-
tures, e.g. u should consist of piece-wise constant areas. As
the variance σ2 is often unknown it is included in the choice
of γ. The introduced prior can lead to a biased estimate of
u with reduced uncertainties (Brinkmann et al., 2017). Thus
a trade-off between faithfulness to acquired data and the prior
needs to be determined according to the expected noise in the
data. The most basic form consists of classical Tikhonov reg-
ularization which penalizes outliers in the parameter maps in a
L2-norm sense (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977). An extension to
this basic form consists of penalizing the gradient of the maps
which is known as H1 regularization (Tikhonov and Arsenin,
1977), leading to a smoother appearance but comes at the cost
of blurred edges. To preserve edges and to obtain a better visual
impression, a sparsity promoting functional is usually preferred
which can be realized by posing a L1-norm based constraint
on the sparse domain of the unknowns (Donoho, 2006; Lustig
et al., 2007). As u is usually not sparse in its native domain, a
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sparsifying transform such as a finite differences operation or
a wavelet transformation is used. The famous total variation
(TV) functional of Rudin-Osher-Fatemi (ROF) (Rudin et al.,
1992) is based on a L1-norm combined with a forward finite
differences operator. This combination can be interpreted as a
spatial piece-wise constant prior which is known to be prone to
stair-casing artifacts in the final reconstruction results (Bredies
et al., 2010). In order to avoid these stair-casing artifacts but
leverage the edge-preserving feature of TV a generalization
termed total generalized variation (TGV) functional was pro-
posed by Bredies et al. (2010). In the context of MRI TGV2,
which enforces piece-wise linear solutions by balancing be-
tween a first order and approximated second order derivative,
was shown to yield excellent reconstruction results, preserving
fine details and edges while maintaining the denoising prop-
erties of TV (Knoll et al., 2011). In the discretized form the
TGV2 regularization is realized via a minimization problem of
the following form
TGV2(u) := min
v
α0‖∇u − v‖1,2 + α1‖Ev‖1,2. (4)
The favorable properties of TGV2 can be further improved
by sharing common feature information between the unknown
parameter maps by joining the TGV2 functionals utilizing a
Frobenius norm in parametric dimension Bredies (2014). Re-
cently this combination was shown to yield improved recon-
struction results compared to separate regularization on each
map in the context of quantitative T1 mapping (Maier et al.,
2019b) and multi modal image reconstruction (Knoll et al.,
2017). The combination by means of a Frobenius norm is jus-
tified by the assumption that quantitative maps share the same
features at the same spatial positions. To incorporate the Frobe-
nius norm the following adaptations to the TGV2 semi-norm
definitions are made
‖v‖1,2,F =
∑
i, j,k
√√ Nu∑
l=1
|v1,li, j,k |2 + |v2,li, j,k |2 + |v3,li, j,k |2 (5)
with v = (v1,l, v2,l, v3,l)Nul=1 ∈ U3×Nu constituting the approxima-
tion of 3D spatial derivatives, and for the symmetrized gradient
χ = (χ1,l, χ2,l, χ3,l, χ4,l, χ5,l, χ6,l)Nul=1 ∈ U6×Nu
‖χ‖1,2,F =
∑
i, j,k
√√√ Nu∑
l=1
|χ1,li, j,k |2 + |χ2,li, j,k |2 + |χ3,li, j,k |2
+ 2|χ4,li, j,k |2 + 2|χ5,li, j,k |2 + 2|χ6,li, j,k |2
. (6)
2.5. The non-linear, non-smooth optimization problem
The combination of TGV2 with equation 3 leads to
min
u,v
1
2
Nd∑
n=1
‖Aφ,tn (u) − dn‖22+
γ(α0‖∇u − v‖1,2,F + α1‖Ev‖1,2,F) (7)
which is a non-linear problem in the unknowns u and non-
smooth due to the L1-norms of the TGV2 functional. Recall
that for the ASL signal, the non-linear operator Aφ,tn (u) is de-
fined by equation 2 and u amounts to u = ( f ,∆). A similar prob-
lem arises in model-based quantification of T1 and M0 (Roeloffs
et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2018; Maier et al., 2019b). The prob-
lem is thus solved in analogy via a two-step procedure. First the
data fidelity term is linearized in a Gauss-Newton (GN) fashion,
second the linearized, non-smooth sub-problem is solved using
a primal-dual splitting algorithm. The linearized sub-problem
for each linearization step k is given by
min
u,v
1
2
Nd∑
n=1
‖DAφ,tn |u=uk u − d˜nk‖22+
γk(α0‖∇u − v‖1,2,F + α1|‖Ev‖1,2,F)+
δk
2
‖u − uk‖2Mk . (8)
Constant terms stemming from the linearization at position uk
are fused with the data by d˜kn = dn − Aφ,tn (uk) + DAφ,tn uk and
the matrix DAφ,tn |u=uk = ∂Aφ,tn∂u (uk), i.e. the derivative of the sig-
nal with respect to each unknown, can be precomputed in each
linearization step. The additional weighted L2-norm penalty
‖u‖2Mk = ‖M
1
2
k u‖ improves convexity of the function and resem-
bles a Levenberg-Marquadt update if the weight matrix M is
chosen as Mk = diag(DAφ,tn |Tu=uk DAφ,tn |u=uk ) or a simpler Lev-
enberg update if Mk is chosen as identity matrix. It was shown
by Salzo and Villa (2012) that the GN approach converges with
linear rate to a critical point for non-convex problems with non-
differential penalty functions if the initialization is sufficiently
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close. By exploiting the Fenchel duality it is possible to trans-
form the problem in equation 8 into a saddle-point form
min
u
max
y
〈Ku, y〉 + G(u) − F∗(y), (9)
which overcomes the non-differentiability issue of the L1-terms.
Problems of the form 9 can be efficiently solved using a first or-
der primal-dual splitting algorithm (Chambolle and Pock, 2011)
in combination with a line search (Malitsky and Pock, 2018)
to improve the convergence speed. The detailed derivation is
given in the Appendix A. Pseudo-code for the implementation
can be found in Appendix B.
2.6. Reference Methods
For comparison of the proposed algorithm we used the non-
linear least squares (NLLS) as well as the Bayesian Inference
for Arterial Spin Labeling MRI (BASIL) method (Chappell
et al., 2009; Groves et al., 2009). The NLLS method solves
equation 1 without regularization by means of a trust-region re-
flective method implemented by lsqnonlin in MATLAB (The
Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). This method uses additional
box constraints on CBF and ATT to limit their values to a physi-
ologically meaningful range of [0, 300] ml/100mg/min for CBF
and [0, 6] seconds for ATT respectively. BASIL is included in
FSL (Smith et al., 2004; Woolrich et al., 2009; Jenkinson et al.,
2012) and uses Bayesian inference to estimate the unknown pa-
rameter maps. It incorporates fixed non-spatial priors as well
as adaptive non-local spatial smoothing priors for the param-
eters. The spatial smoothing prior is used for CBF and is di-
rectly based on evidence in the data. The smoothing strength
is adjusted based on the local support in the specific area in the
data. The arterial (macro-vascular) contribution flag was set to
”OFF” in BASIL to facilitate comparability to the proposed
method which currently implements the pCASL model omit-
ting the local arterial contribution.
3. Methods
3.1. Synthetic ASL data
To validate the proposed method synthetic ASL data was
generated from brain T1 and PD maps supplied by MRiLab (Liu
et al., 2017) for MATLAB with a matrix size of 216×216×208
and 1 mm3 isotropic resolution. Gray (GM) and white matter
(WM) CBF values of 65 ml/100g/min and 20 ml/100g/min as
well as ATT values of 0.8 s and 1.5 s, reported for the healthy
human brain were assigned to the tissue maps. In a subsequent
step the quantitative maps are down sampled onto a 72×60×60
grid, matching typical matrix sizes and resolution (3 mm3
isotropic) of 3D ASL acquisitions. The signal equation (2) was
used to generate a series of PWI images. The control images
C ∈ DNd are assumed to correspond to C = (1 − λ)M0 which
models the background suppression applied to M0. The label
images L ∈ DNd are simply given by L = C − PWI. Complex
Gaussian noise was added to each control and label image sep-
arately to simulate the MR imaging acquisition. The noisy con-
trol and label pairs constitute the final PWI sequence which is
used as input for the fitting process. In total Nd = 32 time points
in two series, each containing 16 time points, were simulated
with the parameters of the ASL model amounting to λ = 0.9,
T1b = 1650 ms, τ = (1050, 1300, 1550, 1800, . . . , 1800) ms,
t = (1050 : 250 : 4800) ms, α = 0.85. M0 and T1 amounted
to the down sampled values supplied by the MRiLab phantom.
In addition to the healthy brain phantoms of MRiLab we sim-
ulated perfusion changes in GM and WM. In total, three cases,
denoted by C1 to C3, and realizing the following pathologies
in a region in frontal WM and in a part of the putamen were
generated:
C1: No changes to values, i.e. healthy.
C2: Hyper perfusion without changes in corresponding areas
in ATT.
C3: Hyper perfusion with corresponding reduced arterial tran-
sit time.
3.2. In vivo measurements
All measurements were performed on a 3T MAGNETOM
Prisma (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) system us-
ing a 20-channel head coil. Written informed consent was ob-
tained by all healthy volunteers as well as by all patients fol-
lowing the local ethics committee’s regulations. In total, three
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healthy volunteers and three patients with ischemic stroke due
to middle cerebral artery occlusion who received successful re-
canalization therapy (i.e. intravenous thrombolysis followed by
mechanical thrombectomy) were analyzed. Patient data was ac-
quired 24 hours after recanalization therapy. ASL images were
acquired using a prototype 3D pCASL sequence with a 2D
CAIPIRIHA accelerated single-shot 3D GRASE readout and
two background suppression pulses (Dimo et al., 2017). Label-
ing efficiency for this sequence amounts to α = 0.7. The follow-
ing image parameters were used: FOV = 192 x 192 x 114 mm3,
matrix = 64x64x38 resulting in 3 mm3 isotropic resolution,
10% phase and 17.5% slice oversampling, TR = 5260 ms, TE =
14.44 ms, 2x2(1) CAIPIRINIHA scheme, phase-partial Fourier
6/8, refocusing FA = 180◦, EPI-factor = 25, turbo-factor (TF) =
22, resulting in one segment. 16 time points were acquired with
a labeling duration of τ = (1050, 1300, 1550, 1800, . . . , 1800)
ms and a PLD of (0, 0, 0, 0 : 250 : 3000) ms. Four averages
per PLD and one proton density weighted image were acquired
for the healthy subjects, resulting in an acquisition time of 11
min 29 s. Due to time restrictions only two averages per PLD
were acquired for the patients (5 min 53 s). The ASL labeling
plane was placed according to a time-of-flight angiography in
the neck area above the bifurcation of the carotid artery.
Additionally from each healthy subject a T1 weighted image
was acquired using a 3D-MPRAGE sequence with the follow-
ing imaging parameters: 1 mm3 isotropic resolution, 176 slices,
TR = 1900 ms, TE = 2.7 ms, TI = 900 ms, flip angle = 9◦, ac-
quisition time = 5 min 58 s.
3.3. Data Processing and correction
3.3.1. ASL Data Processing
The accelerated ASL images were reconstructed directly on
the scanner console by means of a prototype reconstruction
pipeline provided by the vendor. The reconstructed ASL im-
ages were motion corrected using Statistical Parameter Map-
ping (SPM)121 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging,
University College London, UK) (Friston et al., 2007) and
1https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/
ASL-Toolbox (Wang et al., 2008, 2013). Afterwards the perfu-
sion weighted time series were calculated. From this perfusion
weighted time-series the CBF and ATT maps were estimated
using the proposed method as well as the two reference meth-
ods. The fixed parameters φ amount to the same value as in
the synthetic data set except for α = 0.7 and T1=1330 ms, the
approximate tissue T1 relaxation constant.
3.3.2. Anatomical Image Processing
For each healthy subject the high resolution T1 weighted
images were segmented into GM and WM using SPM12 and
CAT12 (Gaser and Dahnke, 2016) toolbox2 (C. Gaser, Struc-
tural Brain Mapping Group, Jena University Hospital, Jena,
Germany). The high resolution T1 image and the segmented
GM- and WM-maps were co-registered to the mean PWI as
suggested by Mutsaerts et al. (2018). From the co-registered
GM- and WM-maps a brain mask was generated for each sub-
ject. This was achieved by summing up the corresponding GM-
and WM-maps followed by a 3D dilation with a cubic kernel
element of size 3x3x3.
3.4. Parameter optimization
To identify a good set of model and regularization parame-
ters a grid search was performed on the synthetic dataset. The
resulting regularization parameters amounted to γinit = 10−4
and δinit = 10−2 which were reduced by 0.5 and 0.1 respec-
tively after each Gauss-Newton step down to γ f inal = 2 · 10−6
and δ f inal = 10−8. A reduction of regularization parameters
was observed to be beneficial for overall convergence in IRGN
methods (Bakushinsky and Kokurin, 2004; Kaltenbacher et al.,
2008; Kaltenbacher and Hofmann, 2010). Relative tolerance for
convergence was set to 10−8 between consecutive evaluations of
function value. Regarding the inner iterations 50 were used in
the initial Gauss-Newton step and the number was increased by
a factor of two up to 1000, i.e. 50, 100, 200, ..., 1000. A total
of ten Gauss-Newton steps were performed. The ratio of the
model parameters α0/α1 = 1/2 of TGV2 was chosen according
to Knoll et al. (2011). These parameter settings were used for
2http://www.neuro.uni-jena.de/cat/
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Fig. 1. Synthetic phantoms for the three different cases, one in each row (C1-C3 top down). In each case a combination of pathologies in the CBF and ATT
map are simulated. In the first column the numerical ground truth is shown and in the following columns the estimated CBF- and ATT-maps from NLLS,
BASIL and the proposed method, respectively. The proposed method shows superior noise removal in CBF and ATT compared to the other methods due
to joint spatial constraints on both parameters.
all parameter map estimations from synthetic and in vivo data
throughout this work.
3.5. Error propagation and stability
To asses the error propagation and stability due to the non-
linear fitting procedure we performed a pseudo replica analysis
for all three methods. To this end, 100 different noise realiza-
tions with the same standard deviation were simulated for C3.
Due to the non-linear fitting process a Gaussian noise assump-
tion in the parameter maps could be violated, thus the median
and inter-quartile range between the 25th and 75th quartile were
used for evaluation. In addition we performed a box-plot based
analysis of possible biases towards the ground truth values of
GM and WM. For the synthetic dataset GM and WM values
binary masks generated on the ground truth phantom are em-
ployed. Tissue is assumed to belong to WM if reference CBF
values are within [15, 30] ml/100mg/min and assumed to be-
long to GM if CBF is within [55, 65] ml/100mg/min. For the in
vivo data the segmented and co-registered GM and WM mask
were thresholded by 0.9 for the evaluation.
Additionally, we compared the estimated CBF and ATT maps
of the proposed method with the results of BASIL and NLLS
by means of a relative difference to the numerical ground truth
parameter maps.
3.6. Implementation
The proposed method is implemented in Python 3.7
(Python Software Foundation, https://www.python.org/)
with OpenCL (Stone et al., 2010; Klo¨ckner et al., 2012) based
on a recently proposed quantitative MRI framework (Maier
et al., 2019b,a) which utilizes GPU acceleration. Evaluation
was done using Python 3.7 with NumPy 1.17.4 and SciPy 1.3.2.
Computations were performed on a GPU server running Ubuntu
18.04, equipped with four Nvidia Titan XP cards (Nvidia Cor-
poration, Santa Clara, CA, USA) and an Intel Xeon Gold 6136
CPU (Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, USA) running at 3
GHz with 503 GB of RAM.
The fitting code is available at
https://github.com/IMTtugraz/PyQMRI
and exemplary data as well as the used configuration files for
the optimization can be downloaded from
https://weneedazenodoforthat.fooo.
Scripts to generate the figures of this paper are available at
https://weneedanotherzenodoforthat.fooo.
4. Results
Throughout this chapter we will show the advantage of pos-
ing a joint spatial TGV2 regularization strategy on the CBF- and
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Fig. 2. Pixel-wise relative difference between the ground truth numerical
reference and the quantitative maps, estimated with the three algorithms of
figure 1. The NLLS shows the greatest deviation in ATT and CBF. BASIL
reduces the relative difference in the CBF due to the spatial prior. The
least relative difference is achieved with the proposed method due to spatial
constraints on CBF and ATT simultaneously.
ATT-maps, directly embedded in the fitting process, compared
to two commonly used quantification strategies for multi-delay
ASL data. First, synthetic phantom simulations demonstrate the
accuracy and precision of NLLS, BASIL, and the proposed fit
by means of a comparison to the ground truth values. This is
further supported by a pseudo replica method to evaluate noise
propagation into the final results. A box-plot based evaluation
shows the voxel-wise distribution of estimated quantitative val-
ues of all methods. Second, the fitting algorithms are applied
to in vivo ASL data acquired from three healthy volunteers.
Results are compared visually and quantitatively by means of
box-plots. Lastly, quantification of CBF and ATT is performed
in patients following a stroke. All results are produced with a
fixed set of parameters for the fitting algorithms to facilitate a
fair comparison.
4.1. Synthetic phantom simulations
All synthetic phantoms were simulated with the ground truth
values of CBF and ATT given in the leftmost column in figure 1.
Each row corresponds to a different realization of pathologies
as previously described. Fits in the second column, represent-
ing NLLS, show the highest noise in both CBF and ATT. The
spatial prior on CBF incorporated in BASIL is able to reduce
outliers, especially in low signal areas such as WM tracts, as
shown in the third row. The most efficient noise reduction in
both, CBF and ATT, is achieved by the proposed joint regular-
ization method, which delivers comparable quantitative maps
to the numerical ground truth. This visual appearance is con-
firmed by the relative pixel wise differences to the ground truth
in figure 2. The lack of spatial information in the NLLS ap-
proach leads to strong variations of values in low signal areas,
evident in the first column of figure 2. BASIL is able to re-
duce these outliers, showing overall smoother appearance of
errors but comes at the cost of overestimating CBF values in
WM tracts. However, for the estimated ATT-map both methods
show similar relative difference. The proposed method shows
the lowest relative difference for both maps.
Fig. 3. Fitting results for the pseudo replica method of case three, showing
the median and IQR for the three algorithms in CBF and ATT over 100
different noise realizations. For all three methods the median CBF- and
ATT-maps are visually close to the noise free maps. The IQR is lowest for
the proposed method, showing the highest consistency between individual
runs.
The voxel-wise stability of the fitting methods over 100 dif-
ferent noise realizations is shown in figure 3. To account for
possible deviations of a Gaussian distribution in the recon-
structed maps, median and inter-quartile range (IQR) are used
for evaluation. A qualitative comparison of the median val-
ues for CBF- and ATT-maps shows a good agreement to the
noise free numerical maps for all three methods. However,
high variations in WM CBF (median 30.9 %) and ATT (me-
dian 20.5 %), reflected by the relative IQR, are visible in the
NLLS fits. BASIL is able to reduce these variations in both
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maps but still suffers from deviations with a median of 24.1
percent in WM CBF maps. The proposed method reduces these
variations throughout both maps down to 10.1 % for WM CBF
and 8.0 % for WM ATT, respectively. The box-plots in figure 4
support the visual impression of reduced variations in the quan-
titative maps. BASIL shows a bias in CBF of 12.1 %/-2.3 % in
WM/GM compared to the reference and the proposed method
11.9 %/-2.9 %, respectively. NLLS values are bias free but have
a much higher IQR, especially in low signal WM areas, amount-
ing to approximately a factor of 1.3 and 3.1 in WM compared
to BASIL and the proposed method. In contrast, in the ATT
maps the bias is lowest for the proposed method which under-
estimates the ATT in WM by 0.7 % compare to NLLS with 6.8
% and BASIL with 2.7 %. Furthermore the variations are re-
duced by a factor of 2.6 compared to NLLS and 2.1 compared
to BASIL. Results for ATT in GM are similar for all methods
with a slight reduction of variance by factor of 1.1 using the
proposed regularization method.
Fig. 4. Median and IQR evaluation over all 100 noise realizations showing
possible bias to the reference and uncertainty of the fits. NLLS shows the
least bias with only minor underestimation in WM ATT but the highest
variation in all tissue. Both, BASIL and the proposed method, are show-
ing minor bias towards overestimation of WM values and underestimation
of GM values but also show a reduction of the variation in the produced
values.
Fig. 5. Performance comparison of the three fitting algorithms in a healthy
subject for a different number of averages. The CBF-maps estimated with
NLLS become noisier and show more severe outliers as the number of av-
erages decreases. BASIL, on the other hand, counteracts the worse SNR
by a stronger smoothing leading to a loss of detail in the CBF-maps. The
proposed method is able to suppress noise while maintaining high fidelity
CBF-maps, independent of the number of averages.
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4.2. Healthy volunteers
Figure 5 and figure 6 illustrate three different exemplary
slices of the estimated CBF- and ATT-maps for subject 3 in
dependence of the numbers of averages. Subject 1 and 2 are
available as Figure S1 and Figure S2 in the supplementary ma-
terial. For the highest number of averages each method pro-
duces meaningful CBF- and ATT-maps. The influence of reg-
ularization becomes more pronounced with reduced number of
averages, showing increased number of outliers in the NLLS fits
and strong spatial blurring using BASIL. The joint approach is
able to maintain similar visual quality over all averages, even
if just one average per PLD is used. Visually this is most evi-
dent in the ATT maps, as the other methods employ no spatial
prior information to estimate ATT. Due to a lack of ground truth
values, the quantitative accuracy is compared to NLLS with 4
averages. Box-plot evaluations in figure 7 show a quantitative
comparison of the three methods for different numbers of aver-
ages per PLD. For the highest SNR case with 4 averages, the
median values of BASIL and the proposed method are close to
NLLS. The least deviations (IQR) are achieved with the pro-
posed method utilizing joint regularization. Optimization time
for the full volume amounted to 9 min 16 s.
Reducing the number of averages, BASIL increasingly over-
estimates the CBF and ATT in WM and underestimates the CBF
and ATT in GM. This may be in part due to the increase of spa-
tial blurring seen in figure 5. In contrast the proposed method
shows sharper quantitative maps with a lower bias.
4.3. Stroke patients
Exemplary quantitative maps from the first patient are given
in figure 8. Six slices of the central brain region clearly show
reactive hyperperfusion in areas affected by the stroke or close
to the stroke after successful re-canalization therapy. The cor-
responding arrival time is reduced, as can be seen in ATT. The
area of ischemic infarction can be delineated in all fitting strate-
gies. However, the NLLS fits are noisy and show several out-
liers compared to the other methods. The CBF-map estimated
with BASIL shows no outliers but admits oversmoothing, espe-
cially in deep brain areas. The proposed method achieves the
highest contrast between GM and WM tissue without blurring
of structure while suppressing noise in the quantitative maps.
This effect is again most visible in ATT as the other methods
are not employing any prior information for this map. The same
behavior is observable for patient 2 and 3 in Figure S3 and S4
in the supplementary material available online.
5. Discussion
In this study we present a novel joint spatial regularization
technique for quantitative ASL imaging, combining non-linear
fitting with a TGV2 functional. The proposed method poses
a joint spatial TGV2 prior on both, CBF and ATT, to im-
prove the robustness of the fitting procedure. Synthetic ASL
datasets with different pathologies as well as in vivo data from
healthy and stroke patients with different SNR levels were con-
sidered. All datasets show improved noise suppression, for low
as well as high SNR regime, while maintaining high image fi-
delity and preserving fine details compared to the two refer-
ence methods. This is especially visible in the small simulated
pathologies, which could be easily identified even though resid-
ual noise could be nearly completely eliminated using the pro-
posed method (figure 1). The joint regularization approach al-
lows for higher regularization as edges in both structures cor-
related well with each other and thus are easily separable from
noise. Especially in low signal areas like white matter such an
regularization approach is advantageous compared to separate
regularization or only regularizing one quantitative map.
As TGV2 assumes piece-wise linear structure, flat areas per-
fectly fit this model and variations can be nearly eliminated
with only 3 percent of variations over different noise realiza-
tions (figure 3). However, at tissue boundaries variations up to
10 percent are still visible. The box-plots in figure 4 support
the visual impression of reduced variations in the quantitative
maps. The inclusion of spatial prior information in the fitting
procedure of both BASIL and the proposed method leads to
lower variations and IQRs. However, this property comes at the
cost of a slight under- or overestimation of quantitative values
in areas where optimization heavily relies on the prior informa-
tion.
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Fig. 6. ATT maps corresponding to the CBF values in figure 5. Similar
to the CBF-maps, outliers become more severe using NLLS and reducing
the number of averages. The same trends are observable for BASIL. In
contrast, the estimated ATT maps with the proposed method show reduced
outliers and noise with only minimal loss of detail.
Imposing any kind of prior knowledge on the unknown pa-
rameter maps by means of Bayesian inference will unavoidably
lead to a bias in the quantitative maps in the sense of the sam-
pling theory of statistics. The amount of bias, however, can
be controlled by the used prior and the weight between data
and prior information in optimization respectively (Brinkmann
et al., 2017). To this end, the NLLS approach without any reg-
ularization can be considered bias free in the mean value un-
der the assumption of Gaussian noise. The proposed method
was able to closely match NLLS mean values in CBF and ATT
even for just one average, suggesting that a good balance be-
tween data and regularization could be found. Regularization
weights are scaled by the estimated SNR of the data by taking
a Fourier transform and computing the ratio between the max-
imum of the central 5% of k-space and the standard deviation
of the outer 5% of k-space. Even though this is a very crude
way to estimate the SNR, it seems to capture the SNR loss over
a reduction of averages well. The fact that no parameter tuning
was performed between synthetic and in vivo fits also supports
the effectiveness of the chosen SNR estimate based scaling of
regularization parameters.
The synthetic phantoms were down sampled to typical ASL
resolution, leading to more realistic tissue boundaries due to in-
terpolation. This results in not perfectly single valued reference
tissue, as can be seen by the existence of an IQR for the refer-
ence in figure 4. The influence is higher in gray matter as it is
consists of fewer voxels, compared to white matter.
In general the deviations of the fits are higher in WM com-
pared to GM due to three times lower signal and additionally
longer arterial transit time resulting in a lower SNR. For high
SNR regimes (4 averages as well as in GM) the performance
of the methods is close to each other. However, the smallest
deviations are achieved with the proposed method. The advan-
tage of posing a joint regularization becomes especially clear in
low SNR areas such as WM and in the ATT maps. Leveraging
all available spatial information drastically improves noise sup-
pression and outlier elimination even if a very limited amount
of data is used, as in figure 6 and 7. This leads to a clear de-
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Fig. 7. Box-plot evaluation of the distribution of quantitative values of CBF
and ATT in GM and WM using NLLS, BASIL and the proposed method.
All methods are applied to three healthy subjects. A GM and WM mask,
generated from co-registered T1 images, is used to select pixels for evalu-
ation. Bias towards NLLS increase with reduced number of averages but
stays lowest for the proposed method.
lineation of GM and WM compared to the reference methods.
Fits of CBF and ATT in the stroke patient reveal similar in-
formation in regions of the stroke for BASIL and the proposed
method but a loss of information in ATT using NLLS. In ad-
dition, TGV2 regularization is able to preserve sharp edges in
the CBF maps which are lost in the BASIL fit. However, this
improvement in fitting stability comes at the cost of a slight un-
derestimation of high values in CBF and ATT due to the nature
of the TGV2 regularization (Brinkmann et al., 2017; Deledalle
et al., 2017). Nevertheless the deviations are small and within
physiologically inter subject variation (Henriksen et al., 2012;
Heijtel et al., 2014).
The utilized CAIPIRINHA accelerated 3D single-shot acqui-
sition is especially important for patients where subject move-
ment can lead to uninterpretable CBF and ATT maps. Due to
the single shot acquisition it is possible to account for subject
motion prior to fitting. Additionally it provides a more flexi-
ble approach for multi-PLD data, allowing to sample a broader
range of the inflowing blood, which could be especially ben-
eficial for patients where the transit time varies over a broad
range. However, the improved temporal resolution using 4-fold
acceleration comes at the cost of a reduced SNR which either
requires a dedicated denoising step prior to fitting or makes ro-
bust parameter quantification necessary. In contrast to denois-
ing a direct fitting approach offers the advantage of the inclu-
sion of the signal equation which serves as additional a priori
knowledge, further stabilizing the fit.
Compared to BASIL, the current method only implements
the simple ASL model given in equation 2, whereas BASIL
allows for simultaneous fitting of CBF, ATT, and the arterial
inflow contribution in vessels. To facilitate a fair comparison
this functionality of BASIL was not used in the shown fits.
However, an extension to the complex model with the proposed
method could be easily obtained by an adaption of the signal
equation used for fitting, which will be done in a future step.
In this study we employed an advanced ASL method with a
flexible number of combinations of averages and PLDs. Six-
teen equally spaced PLDs were used, as the range of the arterial
transit time was not known in advance. Additionally, a differ-
ent range of ATT is expected for healthy subjects and ischemic
stroke patients where mostly a prolonged ATT is observed. Fur-
ther improvements in ATT and CBF maps for all methods could
be expected by optimizing the imaging protocol for the healthy
and patient cohort separately using the general framework pro-
posed by Woods et al. (2019).
Joint regularization could potentially lead to a feature creep
from one map into another. Thus, we introduced case 2 in our
phantom series. The pathology in the frontal left area is clearly
visible in the fitted CBF but no adverse affect can be observed in
the corresponding area of ATT, neither in the quantitative map
itself (figure 1) nor in the pixel wise difference (figure 2). A to-
tally wrong choice of the regularization weight compared to the
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supporting data could nevertheless introduce such errors. How-
ever, such a strong weight on regularization would also lead to a
severely hampered visual impression and such fits would likely
be discarded.
The assumption of AWGM is typically valid in the real and
imaginary channel of single channel complex MRI data but vio-
lated for commonly used magnitude images, especially if array
coils are used (Aja-Ferna´ndez and Trista´n-Vega, 2015). How-
ever, under the assumption of sufficient SNR the noise in the
magnitude images of control and label can be assumed to be
Gaussian distributed. The subtraction operations in generating
the PWIs is linear, thus preserves the Gaussian distributions.
To this end the assumption of Gaussian noise in the PWIs holds
true for typically used image protocols in ASL. Nevertheless it
should be noted that the optimal case for fitting complex MRI
data to a given signal model would be to use the raw complex
k-space signal from each receive coil separately.
A natural extension of the proposed fitting approach would
be to incorporate the whole MRI signal acquisition pipeline, i.e.
coil sensitivity profiles and Fourier sampling, directly fitting k-
space data. This would leverage the natural Gaussian distribu-
tion present in the raw k-space signal fully validating the choice
of the L2-norm for fitting. In addition, the model based fitting
approach potentially allows for higher acceleration compared to
the two separate steps, image reconstruction followed by fitting.
However, ASL imaging is very sensitive to motion thus, motion
correction is vital. As estimation of motion directly from highly
undersampled k-space can be challenging, a robust estimation
and correction needs to be found. Another possibility would be
to include a motion term into the forward model but this poses
a mathematically challenging problem, especially for forming
forward and adjoint operation pairs.
6. Conclusion
The proposed non-linear fitting approach with joint spatial
priors on CBF and ATT provides high-quality quantitative maps
of the whole brain from a single-shot 3D acquisition. The
combination of single-shot 3D acquisition and robust parameter
Fig. 8. CBF and ATT maps of a patient 24 hours post ischemic stroke. The
reactive hyper perfusion areas after successful recanalization are clearly
visible in all fits. BASIL CBF maps appear to be oversmoothed compared
to NLLS and the proposed method. Especially deep brain regions show
worse contrast compared to the proposed regularization strategy.
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quantification addresses important clinical demands in terms of
motion robustness, scan-time reduction and a much better sam-
pling of the kinetic curve. This makes this approach promising
for uncooperative patients with cerebrovascular disease.
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Appendix A. Mathematical derivations
As described in section 2.5 it is our goal to solve the follow-
ing optimization task within each GN iteration
min
u,v
1
2
Nd∑
n=1
‖DAφ,tn |u=uk u − d˜nk‖22+ (A.1)
γk(α0‖∇u − v‖1,2,F + α1|‖Ev‖1,2,F)+
δk
2
‖u − uk‖2Mk ,
where ∇ : UNu → U3×Nu and E : U3×Nu → U6×Nu are defined
as
∇u =
(
δi+ul, δ j+ul, δk+ul
)Nu
l=1
and
Ev =
(
δi−v1,l, δ j−v2,l, δk−v3,l,
δ j−v1,l + δi−v2,l
2
,
δk−v1,l + δi−v3,l
2
,
δk−v2,l + δ j−v3,l
2
)Nu
l=1
.
The operators δi+, δ j+, δk+ and δi−, δ j−, δk− define forward
and backward finite difference operators, respectively, with re-
spect to the i, j and k coordinate. The image is symmetrically
extended outside the domain.
The required saddle point formulation of the form,
min
x
max
y
〈Kx, y〉 + G(x) − F∗(y), (A.2)
equivalent to Eq. 8 can be obtained using the convex conjugate
as follows:
min
x=(u,v)
1
2
Nd∑
n=1
‖DAφ,tn |u=uk u − d˜nk‖22+
γk(α0‖∇u − v‖1,2,F + α1|‖Ev‖1,2,F)+
δk
2
‖u − uk‖2Mk
⇔min
x
max
y=(z0,z1,r)
Nd∑
n=1
{〈
DAφ,tn |u=uk u, rn
〉
−
〈
d˜n
k
, rn
〉
− 1
2
‖rn‖22
}
+
〈K1x, z〉 − I{‖·‖∞≤α0γk }(z0) − I{‖·‖∞≤α1γk }(z1)
+
δk
2
‖u − uk‖2Mk
⇔min
x
max
y
〈Kx, y〉 + G(x) − F∗(y).
with
K =
DAφ 0∇ −id0 E
 , K1 =
(∇ −id
0 E
)
, z = (z0, z1).
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F∗(y) = F∗(z0, z1, r) =
∑Nd
n=1
{〈
d˜n
k
, rn
〉
+ 12‖rn‖22
}
+
I{‖·‖∞≤α0γk }(z0) + I{‖·‖∞≤α1γk }(z1), and
G(x) = G(u) = δk2 ‖u − uk‖2Mk . I{‖·‖∞≤αpγk }(zp) amounts to the
convex conjugate of the L1-norm which is defined as the
indicator function of the unit ball of the L∞-norm scaled with
the corresponding regularization parameter αpγ
I{‖·‖∞≤αpγk }(zp) =
0 ‖zp‖∞ ≤ αpγk∞ else
DAφ,tn |u=uk is the Jacobian matrix evaluated at u = uk of the
non-linear ASL signal equation for all scans t:
DAφ : u = (ul)
Nu
l=1 7→
 Nu∑
l=1
[
∂Aφ,tn (u)
∂ul
∣∣∣∣∣∣
u=uk
ul
]
Nd
n=1
= (ξn)
Nd
n=1.
(A.3)
To compute the update steps of the PD algorithm as
yn+1 = (id + σ∂F∗)−1(yn + σKxn)
xn+1 = (id + τ∂G)−1(xn − τKHyn+1)
xn+1 = xn+1 + θ(xn+1 − xn)
(A.4)
with id amounting to the identity mapping and θ ∈ [0, 1], the
following operations need to be defined.
The adjoint operations of K, KH are
KH =
(
DAHφ −div1 0
0 −id −div2
)
, (A.5)
where the divergence operators div1 and div2 are the negative
adjoints of ∇ and E, respectively. The adjoint of DAφ reads as
DAHφ : ξ = (ξn)
Nd
n=1 7→
 Nd∑
n=1
∂Aφ,tn (u)
∂ul
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
u=uk
ξn

Nu
l=1
= (ul)
Nu
l=1 = u.
The operators P corresponding to the proximal mapping of
F∗, i.e. the convex conjugate of F, and G in the algorithm are
given by
Pα0 (ξ) =
ξ
max
(
1, |ξ|
α0γ
) ,
Pα1 (ξ) =
ξ
max
(
1, |ξ|
α1γ
) ,
PL2 (ξ) =
ξ − σd˜k
1 + σ
,
PG(ξ) = (id + τγMk)−1(τγMkuk + ξ)
where the operations in Pα0 (ξ), Pα1 (ξ), and PL2 (ξ) are per-
formed point wise. The multiplication with Mk can be eas-
ily computed as Mk is a diagonal matrix. The inversion of
(id + τγMk) is simply a inversion of each element on the di-
agonal. Thus PG(ξ) can be computed easily in a point-wise
fashion.
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Appendix B. Pseudo Code
1 Initialize: (u, v), (u, v), (z0, z1, r), τ > 0, β = 400, θ = 1,
µ = 0.5
2 Iterate:
3 Primal Update:
4 um+1 ← PG
(
um − τ
(
−div1zm0 + DAHφ rm
))
5 vm+1 ← v − τ
(
−div2zm1 − zm0
)
6 Update β and τ:
7 βm+1 ← βm(1 + δτ)
8 τm+1 ← τm
√
βm
βm+1
(1 + θ)
9 Start Linesearch:
10 Update θ:
11 θ ← τm+1
τm
12 Extrapolation:
13 (um+1, vm+1)← (um+1, vm+1) + θ((um+1, vm+1) − (um, vm))
14 Dual Update:
15 zm+10 ← Pα0
(
zm0 + βτ
m+1(∇um+1 − vm+1)
)
16 zm+11 ← Pα1
(
zm1 + βτ
m+1(Evm+1)
)
17 rm+1 ← PL2
(
rm + βτm+1(DAφ um+1 − d˜k)
)
18 break Linesearch if:
19
√
βτm+1‖K ym+1 − K ym‖ ≤ ‖ym+1 − ym‖
20 else:
21 τm+1 ← τm+1µ
22 Update:
23 (um, vm, τm)← (um+1, vm+1, τm+1)
24 (zm0 , z
m
1 , r
m)← (zm+10 , zm+11 , rm+1)
Algorithm 1: Primal-dual algorithm for solving the TGV2
regularized ASL parameter quantification task in every Gauss-
Newton step. Note that linearity of involved operations can be
used to decrease computational load.
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